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DOWNLOAD: event with code numbers, code number, station broadcast with
code numbers. Quote from the first news agency: â€œThe Russians are

upgrading their navigation systems. They will adapt them for their aircraft, and
also improve the systems that are used to navigate warships. â€œThe Russians

managed to discover the basics of safe aircraft driving. The new way of
navigation "Route" is considered the most accurate in the world.Â» Obviously,
we are talking about systems "Trek" (Trek). This system is based on GPS, but

it uses a different coordinate system. This video is more complete and in
English. On it you can see how the Glonass system works on board an aircraft
and what advantages it gives to other countries. And here is a simple example

of using the Tricolor system for aircraft and marine equipment. Here are some
more photos and videos from aircraft and ships that previously used Trek in

the civilian version of the system. Such a picture is already with other Glonass
systems, according to Alexander Volynets. link to article link to a detailed

video (en), with a description of the position of the satellite (via GPS). Such
special white squares, drawn on the wing of the radio engineering part in

degrees, for the â€œTrackâ€� and within degree limits Title page of articles
in English and Russian. "Truck" statistics on the countries of the world (with
detailed details by years, including the digital code of the year). More about

Trex in the system itself: NAVSTAR GLONASS track map and star
assignments (GPS) Bonus - the story "Truck" from Ray Kurzweil. In 2007,
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Ralph Kurzweil, the grandson of the inventor of the wireless phone, Ralph
Kurzweil, son of Masaru Kurzwoe and Chinese Woman, professor of
economics at Stanford University, hosted the Comprehensive Future:

Prosperity, Education, and an Open World symposium at the University of
Florida. In his speech, Kurzval presented a paper entitled "Three-Year

Window: National Security Interconnected." In the report
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